A Time To Remember
April, 1945: the remnants of European Jewry were being freed
from Nazi concentration camps. Allied soldiers, in shock, stared
at the few ravaged skeletons who had survived.
April, 1975: a San Francisco high school teacher shakes his
·
head and says: "Holocaust? Nazis? Our students really don't know what those words
mean!" Indeed , some of the young school
teachers attending the in-service training
courses on Nazism presented by the JCRC,
don't really know . A Congressman from San
Mateo warns that the holocaust is not an effective part of the historic knowledge of many
young Congressmen now coming into Washington .
Thirty years have passed. That is close to the usual
definition of a "generation" . Some people suggest that it is time to forget. They suggest that it is time, for the non-Jews at least , to weep less
about what happened to the Jews a generation ago, and weep more
about what is happening to the Vietnamese today.
That, of course, quite misses the point. The point of remembering
the holocaust, for the non-Jew is not to "feel sorry for the Jews." Jews
aside, the memory of the holocaust is also the memory of Nazism. Other
terrible things can happen in human history. But Nazism - German
National Socialism - represented a kind of totalitarianism which can
be a natural outgrowth of modem industrial society, at points of breakdown.
Such totalitarianism can conceivably reappear . It would undoubtedly
reappear in somewhat different form. Those who look too literally for
the resurrection of a comb-mustached Hitler. or a swastika-wearing
corps, are also missing the point. Next time around , if there is a next
time around, totalitarianism will probably come in more sophisticated
forms-but its essence, and its effects will be the same. Recognizing
that essence, and those effects is one purpose for remembering what
happened in Germany in the 1930s.
However, the memory of the holocaust, for the non-Jew, is not just
the memory of that Nazi Germany. It is also the memory of that antiNazi America. The United States, in the name of human dignity and
freedom. led the world in the fight against fascism . That image of the
United States is pretty dim today. Having lost the memory of that role,
young Americans have also lost perspective on the possibilities of a positive American role in the world today.
There are other reasons of this kind to revive the memory of the holocaust period for the non-Jewish community. (a by-product: it is difficult
to have a full perspective on Israel and its modern imperative, without
some historical memory of the holocaust .) About this time of year, every
year, the organized Jewish community goes to the mass media to tweak
the memory.
This year the JCRC is concentrating on the public schools, whose students will be two generations away in their adulthood. Speakers on the
subject are constantly circulating in the schools of San Francisco,
Marin and the Peninsula. And there are now five films which are constantly circulating in the schools, on free loan from the JCRC:
. "The Twisted Cross", two 28 minute segments on the Nazi movement, recreated.from German news film; "Night and Fog," a 34 minute
documentary on the German concentration camps; "Poland", a 27 minute film about the Warsaw Ghetto, the invasion and the devastation;
"Warsaw Ghetto," a 56 minute documentary using original German
footage;- and "Trial at Nuremburg," a 26 minute CBS ·documentary on
the trial of the Nazi war criminals.
These films are being listed in the Jewish Bulletin for a reason. Perhaps it is not just the non-Jewish community whose memory needs jogging about the holocaust period. There are young Jews, a generation
away, whose knowledge of the holocaust and of Nazism is thin or distorted. These films and printed materials are available to Jewish organizations also - although not on free loan, as they are to the public
schools. To be Jewish means to remember. To survive as Jews means
that we must remember.
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L~ Fir·st Rothschild bank ,about 1760
Bank ing Houses wi th date s of foundation
set up by the sons of Mayer Rothschild
® Major loans to finance Government
expenditure for wars, industry etc.
..... Important investments by Rothschild banks
~ Loan refused on account of Ru ss ia's
anti- semitic policies
~ . Ri val Catholic bank established, but collapsed
~
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was then st.:stained by Rothschilds 1893
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During the Civil War in the United States ,
1861-1865, the Rothschilds lost money heavily
by their support for the bonds of the southern
Confederate States, who were defeated in .1865
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